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  EXAM QUESTIONS 
 
 
 
Time allowed:  
 
Instructions 

 Use black ink. 

 Answer all questions. 

 You must answer questions in the spaces provided.  

 Do all rough work in this book. Cross through any work you do not want to be marked. 
 

Information 

 There are two sections to this paper. 

 Both sections should be attempted.  

 The marks for the questions are shown in brackets. 
 
Advice 
Please read each question carefully before answering.      
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Q1 (a) From the list of options, select the maximum fill of the suction cup that should be 
observed during body vacuum suction: 

[1 marks] 

 A 5% 

 B 10% 

 C 15% 

 D 20% 

 E 25% 

 

Total for Question 1 = 1 marks 

  

Janine is booked in for a vacuum suction treatment on her thighs and buttocks. She is a 

little concerned about possible contra-actions and the risk of skin damaged during the 

vacuum suction treatment, if the suction is too high. 
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Q2 (a) From the list of options, select the organelle which provides energy for the cell: 

[1 marks] 

 A golgi apparatus 

 B lysosomes 

 C mitochondria 

 D nucleus 

 E ribosomes 

 

Total for Question 2 = 1 marks 

  

A beauty therapist should have an excellent understanding of the systems of the body 

to appropriately adapt the techniques used in treatments. This knowledge starts at the 

smallest functional unit of the body, the cell. A cell contains a number of organelles 

with highly specialised functions. 
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Q3 (a) From the list of options, select the function of a transformer in a galvanic machine: 

 [1 marks] 

 A acts as an effective electrical conductor on the client's skin 

 B changes the alternating mains current into a direct one 

 C forms a circuit with the client and machine 

 D reduces the voltage from the mains supply 

 E smooths any irregularities within the stream of electrons 

 

Total for Question 3 = 1 marks 

Inside a galvanic machine there are a number of electrical devices that have an effect 

on the electrical current. 
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Q4 (a) From the list of options, select the most suitable body electrical treatments to meet 
the client’s needs: 

[1 marks] 

 A faradic and micro-current 

 B galvanic and faradic 

 C manual massage and microcurrent 

 D microdermabrasion and galvanic 

 E vacuum suction and direct high frequency 

 

Total for Question 4 = 1 marks 

  

Sinita would like to see a reduction in cellulite on her buttocks and an improvement in 

the congestion on her upper back. She broke her femur four years ago and had metal 

pins inserted to help the bones heal. There is substantial scarring on the thigh and hip 

from the operation and the skin on her upper arms and thighs is very dry. There is non-

medical oedema and fluid retention in her ankles. 
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Q5 (a) From the list of options, select the technical name of the test designed to check for 
sensation to sharp and soft stimuli: 

[1 mark] 

 A hot and cold test 

 B patch test 

 C rough and smooth test 

 D tactile test 

 E thermal test 

 

Total for Question 5 = 1 mark 

 

 

Skin tests are performed before electrical face and body treatments to ensure that it is 

safe for the client to receive the treatment. 
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Q6 (a) From the list of options, select the most likely consequence if the sparking technique 
is used: 

[1 marks] 

 A bruising 

 B itchiness and swelling 

 C muscle fatigue 

 D scarring 

 E tissue damage 

 

Total for Question 6 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paula is booked in for an electrical facial treatment. She has congested skin with 
papules and pustules present on her T-zone. The therapist has designed a treatment 
plan to include direct high frequency. 
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Q7 (a) From the list of options, select the lymph nodes that are most likely to be affected: 

[1 mark] 

 A axillary and popliteal 

 B buccal and mandibular 

 C mastoid and parotid 

 D submandibular and submental 

 E superficial cervical and occipital 

 

Total for Question 7 = 1 mark 

 

  

Whilst performing a massage using indirect high frequency, the therapist notices that 
there is some oedema present in the tissue around the base of the scalp and back of 
the client's neck. The client complained of some tenderness in this area and asked for 
the pressure to be reduced. 
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Q8 (a) From the list of options, select the main benefits of a facial faradic treatment: 

[1 marks] 

 A deep cleansing and desquamation 

 B drying and germicidal effect 

 C improves dry and sluggish skin 

 D reduces pigmentation and scarring 

 E strengthens and tones muscles 

 

Total for Question 8 = 1 marks 

  

After completing a detailed consultation on Mrs Andrews, the therapist has advised her 

that a facial faradic would be the most beneficial treatment to meet her objectives. 
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Q9 (a) From the list of options, select the correct function of a rheostat: 

[1 marks] 

 A alters the voltage in AC circuits from one value to another 

 B changes AC to DC, electrons are only able to flow in one direction 

 C controls the amount or strength of current flowing through a circuit 

 D stores electrical energy and discharges it when necessary 

 E varies the voltage in the circuit, used to control the intensity 

 

Total for Question 9 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Different electrical currents are used in electrical treatments to bring about intensified 

physiological effects on the skin and body. Components contained within electrical 

machinery have the ability to change the electrical current and the function of the 

equipment. 
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Q10 (a) From the list of options, select the skin disorder that may be present on the client’s 
skin. 

[1 marks] 

 A dermatosis papulosa nigra 

 B ephelides 

 C hyperpigmentation 

 D hypopigmentation 

 E vitiligo 

 

Total for Question 10 = 1 marks 

Martha has booked in for an electrical facial to help even out her skin tone. As a result of 
her job, she has spent a lot of time working in hot and sunny climates. Martha has large 
dark irregular shaped patches on her epidermis, especially on her forehead and cheeks. 
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Q11 (a) From the list of options, select the action of the hamstrings: 

           [1 marks] 

 A adducts the thigh and flexes the hip 

 B extends the hip and rotates the thigh 

 C extends the knee and flexes the hip    

 D flexes the knee and extends the hip   

 E rotates the thigh inwardly 

 

Total for Question 11 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The hamstrings are made up of three muscles, which are involved in many daily activities such as 
walking and running. 
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Q12 (a) From the list of options, select the sensation that may be experienced during a facial 
galvanic treatment: 

[1 marks] 

 A firm suction 

 B itchy and taut feeling on the skin 

 C pins and needles on skin 

 D scratching and pulling 

 E tingling within the muscles 

 

Total for Question 12 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clients may feel anxious about having electrotherapy treatments if they have never 
experienced one before. Therefore it is important that the therapist explains the 
treatment and the expected sensations fully to reassure the client. 
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Q13 (a) From the list of options, select the electrical current used in micro-current treatments: 

[1 marks] 

 A alternating current 

 B direct current 

 C interrupted direct current 

 D modified direct current 

 E oscillating alternating current 

 

Total for Question 13 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A variety of currents are used in face and body electrical treatments to produce different 
effects on the body tissues. 
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Q14 (a) From the list of options, select the reason for the ineffective muscle contraction: 

   [1 marks] 

 A electrodes are not on the motor point of the muscle 

 B grease on the surface of the electrodes or on the client’s skin 

 C poor contact of the electrodes as straps are too loose 

 D surface of the electrodes have become too dry 

 E the electrodes are cracked and damaged 

 

Total for Question 14 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Joseph wants to improve the muscle tone in his abdominal region. The therapist has 
recommended a faradic treatment and has padded the rectus abdominus muscle, 
however, she is not getting an effective contraction and the muscle is shaking, even 
though the intensity is high. 
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Q15 (a) From the list of options, select the most appropriate treatment plan for the client: 

   [1 marks] 

 A carry out a manual facial, avoid all electrical treatments 

 B focus on a short, low intensity vacuum suction treatment 

 C use any facial electrical machines at the lowest intensity 

 D use de-sensitising gels with a galvanic treatment 

 E use slow stokes during a microdermabrasion treatment 

 

Total for Question 15 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jade has visited the salon today for a facial electrical treatment. The client has 
haemophilia but the salon has received a letter from the GP confirming she is able to 
have treatments. There are some small patches of eczema present on the back of her 
neck and scalp, which are itchy and inflamed, and her skin is sensitive. Jade would like 
to see a general improvement in the overall appearance and texture of her skin. 
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Q16 (a) From the list of options, select the external factor that reduces the absorption of 
vitamin C in the body: 

   [1 marks] 

 A alcohol 

 B excessive exercise 

 C poor diet 

 D smoking 

 E UV exposure 

 

Total for Question 16 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External lifestyle factors can reduce the effectiveness of body and facial electrical 
treatments. It is therefore important that the therapist provides the client with aftercare 
advice to achieve the best results from the treatment. 
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Q17 (a) From the list of options, select the term used for a set of muscles which pull in 
opposite directions to each other: 

   [1 marks] 

 A agonist 

 B antagonists 

 C fixators 

 D isometric 

 E synergists 

 

Total for Question 17 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A faradic treatment can have excellent benefits for the muscular system; however 
effective results are dependent on the therapist’s knowledge of the muscles and how 
they work together. 
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Q18 (a) From the list of options, select the reason why the client is contra-indicated to the 
treatment: 

   [1 marks] 

 A active pustules present 

 B bruising may be worsened 

 C dermal fillers could displace 

 D swelling would cause discomfort 

 E telangiectasia is infectious 

 

Total for Question 18 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Juliana, a 32-year old client, has come into the salon for a micro-current treatment as 
she is concerned about skin ageing. She had dermal fillers in her cheeks and nasolabial 
folds four weeks ago to restore volume and as a consequence experienced some mild 
bruising and swelling in the days after the procedure. The skin analysis has revealed 
some pustules on her chin and comedones on her nose. Telangiectasia and ephelides 
are also visible around the nose and chin area and milia around the eyes. 
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Q19 (a) From the list of options, select the reason why the client is contra-indicated to body 
electrical treatments: 

   [1 marks] 

 A consent would need to be sought from a neurologist 

 B dizziness and tiredness would be worsened by the treatment 

 C nerve damage and powerful pain killers 

 D side effects of pain relief cream causes irritation on the skin 

 E the client’s age would make the treatment ineffective 

 

Total for Question 19 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blake is a 72-year old client who has come into the salon to discuss body electrical 
treatments.  He is concerned by age related muscle mass loss and is hoping to improve 
muscle weakness and spasms. Blake explains that he is taking a course of powerful, high 
dose painkillers to treat nerve pain caused by peripheral neuropathy. Some of the side 
effects of the medication are tiredness and dizziness. He is also applying a topical pain 
relief cream, to further relieve pain in isolated areas. 
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Q20 (a) From the list of options, select the smallest structures that are responsible for a 
muscle contraction: 

   [1 marks] 

 A actin and myosin 

 B myofibrils and proteins 

 C perimysium and endomysium 

 D sarcolemma and cell membrane 

 E smooth and cardiac 

 

Total for Question 20 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When skeletal muscle is examined microscopically the movement of each muscle fibre 
can be observed. The sliding filament theory explains how a muscle contracts. 
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Q21 (a) From the list of options, select the most likely respiratory pathology the client may 
be suffering from: 

   [1 marks] 

 A asthma 

 B bronchitis 

 C rhinitis 

 D sinusitis 

 E tonsillitis 

 

Total for Question 21 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terri cancelled her last body electrical appointment as she was suffering from a cold and cough. 
These symptoms have lessened; however she is still too unwell to receive a treatment. She is 
experiencing pain and tenderness in her face especially around her cheeks, eyes, ears and teeth, 
a persistent headache and difficulties breathing through her nose. 
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Q22 (a) From the list of options, select the name of the contra-indication shown in Figure 1: 

   [1 marks] 

 A eczema 

 B herpes simplex 

 C herpes zoster 

 D psoriasis 

 E tinea corporis 

 

Total for Question 22 = 1 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

Daniel is booked in for a body electrical treatment; during the consultation he 

shows the therapist a skin disorder on his elbow, see Figure 1. The skin disorder is 

characterised with red, flaky, crusty patches of skin covered with silvery scales, it is 

inflamed and itchy. Daniel explains that the condition worsens during times of stress 

or if he damages the skin accidentally. 

Figure 1 
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Q23 (a) Identify the two types of electromagnetic radiation that are involved in the tanning 
process. 

   [2 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 23 = 2 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important for beauty therapists to have an awareness of the electromagnetic 
spectrum and the range of rays emitted by the sun. Primarily due to the fact that certain 
electromagnetic radiation can impact on the skin. 
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Q24 (a) Justify why micro-current is a suitable treatment choice for the client. 

   [2 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 24 = 2 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delia is 24 years old and getting married in 8 weeks’ time. She is 5ft 5 inches in height 
and weighs 12 stone (76kgs), according to the BMI chart, she is overweight. Delia is 
following a healthy eating plan to help her lose some weight, before her wedding and 
honeymoon. She is an endomorph body shape, which she dislikes, and has very little 
muscle tone due to a sedentary lifestyle. Her body electrical treatment plan includes 
micro-current treatment. 
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Q25 (a) Identify two contra-actions to facial electrical treatments and outline the action a 
therapist should take. 

   [4 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 25 = 4 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beauty therapists need to have a thorough understanding of face and body electrical 
treatments to be able to carry out a safe and effective treatment and to help prevent 
contra-actions. 
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Q26 (a) Outline six suitable treatment modifications to meet the client’s needs. 

   [6 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 26 = 6 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

Leila is 18 years old and has arrived for her first faradic body electrical treatment in a 

course of six. She has not had a body treatment before so she is feeling anxious about 

the procedure. She has just completed her exams and spent long periods of time 

sitting in front of a computer revising, which has resulted in her putting on some 

weight in the abdomen and buttock area.  

She has a mesomorph body shape; prior to her exams she trained with a running club 
5 times a week. She suffers from hypotension, has a number of body piercings and an 
allergy to petroleum based products such as paraffin and glycerin. 
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Q27 (a) Outline the terms ‘origin’ and ‘insertion’ in relation to the muscles of the body. 

   [2 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 27 = 2 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leila is 18 years old and has arrived for her first faradic body electrical treatment in a 

course of six. She has not had a body treatment before so she is feeling anxious about 

the procedure. She has just completed her exams and spent long periods of time 

sitting in front of a computer revising, which has resulted in her putting on some 

weight in the abdomen and buttock area.  

She has a mesomorph body shape; prior to her exams she trained with a running club 
5 times a week. She suffers from hypotension, has a number of body piercings and an 
allergy to petroleum based products such as paraffin and glycerin. 
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Q28 (a) Analyse the advantages of using a biphasic mode in body faradic treatments. 

   [2 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 28 = 2 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leila is 18 years old and has arrived for her first faradic body electrical treatment in a 

course of six. She has not had a body treatment before so she is feeling anxious about 

the procedure. She has just completed her exams and spent long periods of time 

sitting in front of a computer revising, which has resulted in her putting on some 

weight in the abdomen and buttock area.  

She has a mesomorph body shape; prior to her exams she trained with a running club 
5 times a week. She suffers from hypotension, has a number of body piercings and an 
allergy to petroleum based products such as paraffin and glycerin. 
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Q29 (a) State the two treatment techniques used in galvanic treatments and outline two 
benefits of each one. 

   [6 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 29 = 6 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Galvanic treatments can be applied to both the face and the body to improve the skin 
texture and appearance. Galvanism uses the effects of a negative and positive polarity 
to bring about specific effects on the skin and underlying tissues. There are two 
different galvanic treatment techniques that can be applied depending on the client’s 
individual needs. 
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Q30 (a) Identify the two chemicals produced beneath the anode and the cathode in galvanic 
treatments and explain their effects. 

   [6 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 30 = 6 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Galvanic treatments can be applied to both the face and the body to improve the skin 
texture and appearance. Galvanism uses the effects of a negative and positive polarity 
to bring about specific effects on the skin and underlying tissues. There are two 
different galvanic treatment techniques that can be applied depending on the client’s 
individual needs. 
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Q31 (a) Identify and explain four suitable modifications to the microdermabrasion 
treatments to meet the client’s needs. 

   [8 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skyla is 22 years old and suffered from severe acne when she was eighteen, which has 

now cleared significantly. She has a coarse skin texture with a significant amount of 

post acne scar tissue on her cheeks and forehead. She also has a small capillary naevi 

on her temple and hyper pigmentation on her forehead.   

She has been diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome which has created excess 
hair growth on her upper lip; she removes the hair using depilatory cream. Skyla’s 
main treatment objectives are a refined skin texture and more even complexion. The 
therapist has advised microdermabrasion treatments. 
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Total for Question 31 = 8 marks 
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Q32 (a) Justify one piece of aftercare advice that should be given to the client, following a 
microdermabrasion treatment, to prevent contra-actions occurring. 

   [2 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 32 = 2 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skyla is 22 years old and suffered from severe acne when she was eighteen, which has now 

cleared significantly. She has a coarse skin texture with a significant amount of post acne scar 

tissue on her cheeks and forehead. She also has a small capillary naevi on her temple and 

hyper pigmentation on her forehead.   

She has been diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome which has created excess hair 
growth on her upper lip; she removes the hair using depilatory cream. Skyla’s main treatment 
objectives are a refined skin texture and more even complexion. The therapist has advised 
microdermabrasion treatments. 
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Q33 (a) Outline five safety precautions that must be followed for electrical face and body 
treatments. 

   [5 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 33 = 5 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before using electrical equipment in the salon, checks must be made to ensure the 
safety of both the client and the therapist. Therapists should have a sound knowledge 
and understanding of how the electrical equipment works to enable them to carry out 
the treatments competently. 
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Q34 (a) Identify what the acronym ‘PAT’ means and describe how it relates to electrical 
treatments. 

   [3 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total for Question 34 = 3 marks 

 

 

 

 

 

END OF EXAM 

Before using electrical equipment in the salon, checks must be made to ensure the 
safety of both the client and the therapist. Therapists should have a sound knowledge 
and understanding of how the electrical equipment works to enable them to carry out 
the treatments competently. 
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Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 D     E   C  B   A 

 

Janine is booked in for a vacuum suction treatment on her thighs and buttocks. She is a little concerned about possible contra-actions and 
the risk of skin damaged during the vacuum suction treatment, if the suction is too high. 

Q1 (a) From the list of options, select the maximum fill of the suction cup that should be observed during body vacuum suction: 

UBT104M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

A 5% 
Incorrect answer because this is within the maximum cup suction that can be used during a 
body treatment. 

B 10% 
Incorrect answer because this is within the maximum cup suction that can be used during a 
body treatment. 

C 15% 
Incorrect answer because this is within the maximum cup suction that can be used during a 
body treatment. 

D 20% 
Correct answer because this is the maximum safe amount of skin suction that should be 
observed in the vacuum suction cup. 

E 25% 
Incorrect answer because this exceeds the maximum vacuum cup suction and may cause 
skin damage such as bruising. 
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A beauty therapist should have an excellent understanding of the systems of the body to appropriately adapt the techniques used in 
treatments. This knowledge starts at the smallest functional unit of the body, the cell. A cell contains a number of organelles with highly 
specialised functions.  

Q2 (a) From the list of options, select the organelle which provides energy for the cell:  

UBT95M 

LO1, LO2 

Multiple Choice 
Question 

Answer 

A golgi apparatus 
Incorrect answer because the golgi apparatus is a stack of flattened sacks in which protein is 
manufactured. 

B lysosomes 
Incorrect answer because lysosomes are a type of secretory vesicle. They contain powerful 
enzymes that break down fragments of organelles inside the cell and digest foreign material. 

C mitochondria 
Correct answer because mitochondria is the cell powerhouse providing the energy needed 
for the cells' activities. 

D nucleus 
Incorrect answer because the nucleus contains the body's genetic material, DNA which acts 
like the cells control centre. 

E ribosomes 
Incorrect answer because ribosomes are tiny granules composed of RNA and protein which 
synthesise proteins. 

 

Most correct answer                         Least correct answer 

 C     D    E B   A 
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Inside a galvanic machine there are a number of electrical devices that have an effect on the electrical current. 

Q3 (a) From the list of options, select the function of a transformer in a galvanic machine: 

UBT102M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

A 
acts as an effective electrical conductor on the 
client's skin 

Incorrect answer because this is achieved through the electrodes, 
saline solution and product. 

B 
changes the alternating mains current into a 
direct one 

Incorrect answer because this is achieved through a rectifier. 

C forms a circuit with the client and machine 
Incorrect answer because this is achieved by the client holding the 
inactive electrode and the active electrode being placed on the client’s 
skin. 

D reduces the voltage from the mains supply 
Correct answer because the transformer lowers the intensity of the 
voltage of the electrical current. 

E 
smooths any irregularities within the stream of 
electrons 

Incorrect answer because this is achieved through a capacitor. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 D     B   E  C  A  
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Sinita would like to see a reduction in cellulite on her buttocks and an improvement in the congestion on her upper back. She broke her 
femur four years ago and had metal pins inserted to help the bones heal. There is substantial scarring on the thigh and hip from the 
operation and the skin on her upper arms and thighs is very dry. There is non-medical oedema and fluid retention in her ankles. 

Q4 (a) From the list of options, select the most suitable body electrical treatments to meet the client’s needs: 

UBT104M 

LO2, LO4 

Multiple Choice Question Answer 

A faradic and micro-current 
Incorrect answer because faradic and micro-current are used primarily to improve 
muscle and skin tone. Metal pins would prevent the use of faradic and micro-
current around the buttock and thighs.  

B galvanic and faradic  
Incorrect answer because metal pins would prevent the use of galvanic and faradic 
around the buttocks and thighs. There is no treatment suggestion for back 
congestion. 

C 
manual massage and 
microcurrent  

Incorrect answer because the metal pins prevent microcurrent.  

D microdermabrasion and galvanic 
Incorrect answer because metal pins would prevent the use of galvanic around the 
buttocks and thighs. 

E 
vacuum suction and direct high 
frequency 

Correct answer because vacuum suction can be used on the buttocks to stimulate 
circulation helping reduce the appearance of cellulite, improve a dry skin condition 
and disperse excess fluid. Direct high frequency can be used on the back for its anti-
bacterial, drying and healing effects on blemishes.   

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 
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 E   D  B      A  C 
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Skin tests are performed before electrical face and body treatments to ensure that it is safe for the client to receive the treatment. 

Q5 (a) From the list of options, select the technical name of the test designed to check for sensation to sharp and soft stimuli:  

UBT103M 

UBT104M 

LO1 

Multiple Choice Question   

answer 

A hot and cold test 
Incorrect answer because this tests whether a client can distinguish between hot 
and cold sensations. 

B patch test 
Incorrect answer because this tests if a client has any pre-disposed skin sensitivity 
to products. 

C rough and smooth test 
Incorrect answer because the most accurate professional terminology to call a 
rough and smooth test is a tactile test.  

D tactile test 
Correct answer because a tactile test is performed to check whether a client can 
distinguish between rough/sharp and smooth/soft sensations. 

E thermal test 
Incorrect answer because this test is performed to check whether a client can 
distinguish between hot and cold sensations. 

 

Most correct answer                       Least correct answer 

 D   C      E  A  B 
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Paula is booked in for an electrical facial treatment. She has congested skin with papules and pustules present on her T-zone. The therapist 
has designed a treatment plan to include direct high frequency. 

Q6 (a) From the list of options, select the most likely consequence if the sparking technique is used:  

UBT103M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

A bruising Incorrect answer because there is unlikely to be adequate trauma to create a bruise.  

B itchiness and swelling 
Incorrect answer because a sharp tingling sensation (slight shock) is more likely to be 
experienced as the tissue is damaged. 

C muscle fatigue 
Incorrect answer because the treatment does not work on a muscle contraction 
principle. There is no effect on the muscular system. 

D scarring 
Incorrect answer because the skin would show an erythema and possible broken 
capillaries as the tissue is damaged.                       

E tissue damage  
Correct answer because if the electrode is lifted too far away from the skin during 
sparking the circuit can be broken and tissue damage can occur. Erythema and broken 
capillaries may result. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 E  B      A  D   C 
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Whilst performing a massage using indirect high frequency, the therapist notices that there is some oedema present in the tissue around the 
base of the scalp and back of the client's neck. The client complained of some tenderness in this area and asked for the pressure to be 
reduced.  

Q7 (a) From the list of options, select the lymph nodes that are most likely to be affected:  

UBT95M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question Answer 

A axillary and popliteal Incorrect answer because these nodes drain the armpit and knee region.  

B buccal and mandibular 
Incorrect answer because these nodes drain the jaw and corners of the 
mouth. 

C mastoid and parotid 
Incorrect answer because these nodes drain beneath and anterior to the ear, 
temples, nose and eyelids.  

D submandibular and submental Incorrect answer because these nodes drain the chin, lips, nose and cheeks. 

E superficial cervical and occipital  Correct answer because these nodes drain the back of the scalp and neck. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 E   D      C  B  A 
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Most correct answer                            Least correct answer 

 E         A B C D  

 
 
 
 
 

After completing a detailed consultation on Mrs Andrews, the therapist has advised her that a facial faradic would be the most beneficial 
treatment to meet her objectives.  

Q8 (a) From the list of options, select the main benefits of a facial faradic treatment: 

UBT103M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

A deep cleansing and desquamation Incorrect answer because this is the benefit of galvanic desincrustation. 

B drying and germicidal effect Incorrect answer because this is the benefit of direct high frequency. 

C improves dry and sluggish skin 
Incorrect answer because this is the benefit of vacuum suction and galvanic 
iontophoresis with the selection of an appropriate ampoule, gel or serum. 

D reduces pigmentation and scarring Incorrect answer because this is the benefit of microdermabrasion. 

E strengthens and tones muscles 
Correct answer because faradic stimulates muscles to contract and relax, a 
form of passive exercise, strengthening and improving muscle tone. 
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Different electrical currents are used in electrical treatments to bring about intensified physiological effects on the skin and body. 
Components contained within electrical machinery have the ability to change the electrical current and the function of the equipment. 

Q9 (a) From the list of options, select the correct function of a rheostat: 

UBT102M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

A 
alters the voltage in AC circuits from one value 
to another 

Incorrect answer because this is the function of a transformer. 

B 
changes AC to DC, electrons are only able to 
flow in one direction 

Incorrect answer because this is the function of a rectifier. 

C 
controls the amount or strength of current 
flowing through a circuit 

Correct answer because a rheostat controls the amount or strength 
of current flowing through a circuit to either increase or decrease the 
strength. 

D 
stores electrical energy and discharges it when 
necessary 

Incorrect answer because this is the function of a capacitor. 

E 
varies the voltage in the circuit, used to control 
the intensity 

Incorrect answer because this is the function of a potentiometer. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

C     D      E  A B 
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Martha has booked in for an electrical facial to help even out her skin tone. As a result of her job, she has spent a lot of time working in hot 
and sunny climates. Martha has large dark irregular shaped patches on her epidermis, especially on her forehead and cheeks. 

Q10 (a) From the list of options, select the skin disorder that may be present on the client’s skin.  

UBT95M 

LO3 

Multiple Choice Question Answer 

A dermatosis papulosa nigra 
Incorrect answer because this is a condition in which many small benign, slightly raised 
lesions appear on the skin. 

B ephelides 
Incorrect answer because this is characterised by small, brown clusters of melanin, 
commonly known as freckles. 

C hyperpigmentation 
Correct answer because patches of melanin ranging from tan to dark brown in colour 
appear on the skin, in irregular patches. It is worsened through exposure to UV light and 
most common on protruding areas of the face. 

D hypopigmentation Incorrect answer because this is the loss of skin colour.  

E vitiligo 
Incorrect answer because this is the appearance of pale or white patches on the skin 
due to a lack of melanin. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 C   B   A     D E  
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The hamstrings are made up of three muscles, which are involved in many daily activities such as walking and running.   

Q11 (a) From the list of options, select the action of the hamstrings:  

UBT95M 

LO2 

 

Multiple Choice Question  

 

Answer 

A adducts the thigh and flexes the hip Incorrect answer because this is the action of adductors. 

B extends the hip and rotates the thigh Incorrect answer because this is the action of the gluteus maximus. 

C extends the knee and flexes the hip    Incorrect answer because this is the action of the quadriceps.   

D flexes the knee and extends the hip   Correct answer because this is the action of the hamstrings.    

E rotates the thigh inwardly Incorrect answer because this is the action of the Sartorius. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 D  C      B  A  E  
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Clients may feel anxious about having electrotherapy treatments if they have never experienced one before. Therefore it is important that 
the therapist explains the treatment and the expected sensations fully to reassure the client. 

Q12 (a) From the list of options, select the sensation that may be experienced during a facial galvanic treatment: 

UBT103M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

 

A firm suction  Incorrect answer because this occurs during vacuum suction. 

B itchy and taut feeling on the skin Incorrect answer because this is experienced in microdermabrasion.   

C pins and needles on skin 
Correct answer because this occurs during galvanic and is a normal 
sensation  

D scratching and pulling  Incorrect answer because this occurs in micro-dermabrasion  

E tingling within the muscles Incorrect answer because this occurs in galvanic.  

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 C     E    A B   D 
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A variety of currents are used in face and body electrical treatments to produce different effects on the body tissues. 

Q13 (a) From the list of options, select the electrical current used in micro-current treatments: 

UBT102M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

A alternating current 
Incorrect answer because this is the current used in the general purpose mains 
supply. 

B direct current Incorrect answer because this is the current used in galvanic treatments. 

C interrupted direct current Incorrect answer because this is the current used in faradic treatments. 

D modified direct current 
Correct answer because a modified current is used to overcome the body’s natural 
resistance to current (Ohms law) without causing client discomfort. 

E oscillating alternating current Incorrect answer because this is the current used in high frequency treatments. 

 

Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 D     A     B E C  
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Joseph wants to improve the muscle tone in his abdominal region. The therapist has recommended a faradic treatment and has padded the 
rectus abdominus muscle, however, she is not getting an effective contraction and the muscle is shaking, even though the intensity is high. 

Q14 (a) From the list of options, select the reason for the ineffective muscle contraction: 

UBT104M, LO4 Multiple Choice Question Answer 

A 
electrodes are not on the 
motor point of the muscle 

Correct answer because if the electrode is not on the motor point of the muscle a 
contraction will not be achieved, the muscle will shake. 

B 
grease on the surface of the 
electrodes or on the client’s 
skin 

Incorrect answer because the grease would act as a barrier between the electrode and 
the skin. The electrode would not overcome the skin's natural resistance and the 
current would not conduct to the muscle, no movement would result. 

C 
poor contact of the 
electrodes as straps are too 
loose 

Incorrect answer because a lack of contact between the electrode and the skin would 
result in the electrode being unable to conduct the current, no movement would result. 

D 
surface of the electrodes 
have become too dry 

Incorrect answer because the lack of moisture under the electrode would not conduct 
the electrical current, no movement would result. 

E 
the electrodes are cracked 
and damaged 

Incorrect answer because damaged electrodes may not conduct the current and could 
shock the client, no movement would result. 

 

Most correct answer                          Least correct answer 

 A    C  D  B     E 
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Jade has visited the salon today for a facial electrical treatment. The client has haemophilia but the salon has received a letter from the GP 
confirming she is able to have treatments. There are some small patches of eczema present on the back of her neck and scalp, which are 
itchy and inflamed, and her skin is sensitive. Jade would like to see a general improvement in the overall appearance and texture of her skin. 

Q15 (a) From the list of options, select the most appropriate treatment plan for the client: 

UBT95M 

LO3 

UBT103M 

LO2, LO4 

 

Multiple Choice Question  

 

Answer 

A 
carry out a manual facial, avoid all electrical 
treatments 

Incorrect answer because some electrical machines are safe 
and suitable for use at a low intensity and for short durations. 

B 
focus on a short, low intensity vacuum suction 
treatment 

Correct answer because vacuum suction treatment will 
produce good general results in the appearance and texture of 
the client’s skin and is unlikely to cause skin damage. Low 
intensity and short working times will avoid over stimulating 
sensitive skin and prevent skin damage, which is also important 
for a haemophiliac client.   

C 
use any facial electrical machines at the lowest 
intensity 

Incorrect answer because specific electrical machines such as 
galvanic and microdermabrasion could cause damage to the 
client’s skin which must be prevented for a haemophiliac client. 

D use de-sensitising gels with a galvanic treatment 
Incorrect answer because galvanic treatment should be 
avoided due to the risk of damaging the skin through galvanic 
burns in a haemophiliac client. 
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Most correct answer              Least correct answer 

 B     C     D E  A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E 
use slow stokes during a microdermabrasion 
treatment  

Incorrect answer because due to the risk of skin damage and 
stimulation microdermabrasion is unsuitable for the client. 
Slower strokes are more intense.  
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Most correct answer             Least correct answer 

 D     A  E  C   B  

 

External lifestyle factors can reduce the effectiveness of body and facial electrical treatments. It is therefore important that the therapist 
provides the client with aftercare advice to achieve the best results from the treatment. 

Q16 (a) From the list of options, select the external factor that reduces the absorption of vitamin C in the body: 

UBT104M 

LO2 

UBT103M 

LO2 

Multiple 
Choice 

Question  

 

Answer 

A alcohol 
Incorrect answer because this mainly causes dehydration, although may also inhibit the absorption of a 
number of nutrients such as thiamin (vitamin B1), vitamin B12, folic acid, and zinc. 

B 
excessive 
exercise 

Incorrect answer because this may cause broken capillaries and increased levels of testosterone.  
Although, some nutrients may be lost through sweat such as minerals and water soluble vitamin C and B 
complex vitamins.  

C poor diet Incorrect answer because a poor diet would result in the body receiving a lack of vitamin C. 

D smoking 
Correct answer because smoking decreases absorption of vitamin C, it also increases the body's 
requirements for vitamin C. Cigarette smoking speeds up the production of free radicals, and at the 
same time, depletes levels of important antioxidants in the body. 

E UV exposure 
Incorrect answer because UV exposure destroys elastin and collagen fibres. Vitamin C plays a major role 
in the synthesis of these fibres. 
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Most correct answer             Least correct answer 

 B     A    C  E  D 

 

 

A faradic treatment can have excellent benefits for the muscular system; however effective results are dependent on the therapist’s 
knowledge of the muscles and how they work together.  

Q17 (a) From the list of options, select the term used for a set of muscles which pull in opposite directions to each other:  

UBT95M 

LO1 

Multiple Choice Question Answer 

 

A agonist Incorrect answer because this term refers to the main activating muscle. 

B antagonists 
Correct answer because this term refers to a set of muscles which pull in opposite 
directions to each other, for example the biceps and triceps.  

C fixators 
Incorrect answer because this term refers to the muscles which stabilise a bone to a 
steady base.  

D isometric 
Incorrect answer because this term refers to muscles which work without actual 
movement, for example, postural muscles.  

E synergists 
Incorrect answer because this term refers to muscles on the same side of a joint which 
work together to perform the same movement.  
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Juliana, a 32-year old client, has come into the salon for a micro-current treatment as she is concerned about skin ageing. She had dermal 
fillers in her cheeks and nasolabial folds four weeks ago to restore volume and as a consequence experienced some mild bruising and 
swelling in the days after the procedure. The skin analysis has revealed some pustules on her chin and comedones on her nose. 
Telangiectasia and ephelides are also visible around the nose and chin area and milia around the eyes. 

Q18 (a) From the list of options, select the reason why the client is contra-indicated to the treatment: 

UBT103M 

LO2 

UBT95M 

LO3 

 

Multiple Choice Question 

 

Answer 

A active pustules present 
Incorrect answer because areas of active pustules can be avoided during the 
treatment. 

B bruising may be worsened 
Incorrect answer because bruising appeared in the first few days after the dermal 
filler, this was 2 months ago and would have healed in time for the treatment. 

C dermal fillers could displace 
Correct answer because there is a risk of displacing the dermal filler due to the 
stimulating effects of micro-current treatment. 

D swelling would cause discomfort 
Incorrect answer because swelling appeared in the first few days after the dermal 
filler, this was 2 months ago and would have gone in time for the treatment. 

E telangiectasia is infectious Incorrect answer because telangiectasia is not infectious. 
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Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 C     A B D    E   
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Blake is a 72-year old client who has come into the salon to discuss body electrical treatments.  He is concerned by age related muscle mass 
loss and is hoping to improve muscle weakness and spasms. Blake explains that he is taking a course of powerful, high dose painkillers to 
treat nerve pain caused by peripheral neuropathy. Some of the side effects of the medication are tiredness and dizziness. He is also applying 
a topical pain relief cream, to further relieve pain in isolated areas.    

Q19 (a) From the list of options, select the reason why the client is contra-indicated to body electrical treatments: 

UBT104M 

LO2 

UBT95M 

LO3 

Multiple Choice Question Answer 

A 
consent would need to be sought 
from a neurologist  

Incorrect answer because electrical treatments should not be carried out on a 
client who has nerve damage and pain and impaired sensation due to the use of 
strong painkillers.   

B 
dizziness and tiredness would be 
worsened by the treatment 

Incorrect answer because although the symptoms from the medications could be 
made worse; the main reason for being contra-indicated is the client cannot give 
accurate feedback about the sensation felt during a body electrical treatment. 

C 
nerve damage and powerful pain 
killers 

Correct answer because oral and topical painkillers prevent neurons from sending 
pain messages to the brain. Therefore, the client cannot give accurate feedback 
about the sensation felt during a body electrical treatment. 
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Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 C   B   C     E A  

 

 

 

 

D 
side effects of pain relief cream 
causes irritation on the skin 

Incorrect answer because although the side effects of the pain relief cream may 
restrict treatment; the main reason for being contra-indicated is the client cannot 
give accurate feedback about the sensation felt during a body electrical 
treatment. 

E 
the client’s age would make the 
treatment ineffective 

Incorrect answer because mature clients will see results from body electrical 
treatments, although less so than younger clients. Safety of treatment is always 
the primary concern; the client cannot give accurate feedback on electrical 
sensations. 
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Most correct answer Least correct answer 

 A  B    C    D   E 

 

When skeletal muscle is examined microscopically the movement of each muscle fibre can be observed. The sliding filament theory 
explains how a muscle contracts.  

Q20 (a) From the list of options, select the smallest structures that are responsible for a muscle contraction: 

UBT95M 

LO2 

Multiple Choice Question  Answer 

 

A actin and myosin 
Correct answer because actin filaments slide past myosin filaments, increasing the 
overlapping of the filaments, shortening the skeletal muscle.  

B myofibrils and proteins 
Incorrect answer because myofibrils are bundles of fibres that contain proteins 
including actin and myosin. 

C perimysium and endomysium 
Incorrect answer because these are larger structures. Each muscle fibre is enclosed in 
and attached to the endomysium, whilst small bundles of fibres are enclosed in the 
perimysium. 

D 
sarcolemma and cell 
membrane 

Incorrect answer because the sarcolemma is the cell membrane of each muscle fibre. 

E smooth and cardiac 
Incorrect answer because these are types of muscle tissue that are under involuntary 
control. 
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Terri cancelled her last body electrical appointment as she was suffering from a cold and cough. These symptoms have lessened; however 
she is still too unwell to receive a treatment. She is experiencing pain and tenderness in her face especially around her cheeks, eyes, ears 
and teeth, a persistent headache and difficulties breathing through her nose.   

Q21 (a) From the list of options, select the most likely respiratory pathology the client may be suffering from: 

UBT95M 

LO3 

Multiple Choice 
Question 

Answer 

A asthma 
Incorrect answer because asthma is a long-term condition that causes coughing, wheezing, chest 
tightness and breathlessness. 

B bronchitis 
Incorrect answer because bronchitis symptoms are a hacking cough, which may bring up clear, 
yellow-grey or greenish mucus (phlegm). 

C rhinitis 
Incorrect answer because rhinitis is an inflammation of the inside of the nose, characterised by 
sneezing, itchiness and a blocked or runny nose. 

D sinusitis 
Correct answer because sinusitis causes pain and tenderness in the face especially around the 
cheeks, eyes, ears and teeth, a persistent headache and difficulties breathing through the nose. 
Sinusitis often follows a cold. 

E tonsillitis 
Incorrect answer because tonsillitis is inflammation of the tonsil, characterised by earache, sore 
throat and headaches. 

 

Most correct answer               Least correct answer 

 D   C   B     A E  
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Daniel is booked in for a body electrical treatment; during the consultation he shows the therapist a skin disorder on his elbow, see 
Figure 1. The skin disorder is characterised with red, flaky, crusty patches of skin covered with silvery scales, it is inflamed and itchy. Daniel 
explains that the condition worsens during times of stress or if he damages the skin accidentally. 

Figure 1 

 

Q22 (a) From the list of options, select the name of the contra-indication shown in Figure 1: 

UBT104M 

UBT103M 

LO2 

UBT95M 

LO3 

 

Multiple Choice Question  

 

Answer 

A eczema 
Incorrect answer because eczema is characterized by itchy, dry, flaking, red, inflamed 
broken/cracked skin. In severe cases the skin will weep fluid and even bleed.  
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B herpes simplex 
Incorrect answer because herpes simplex is a cold sore and is characterised by a small 
fluid-filled sore usually around the mouth. They cause a tingling, itching or burning 
sensation. 

C herpes zoster 
Incorrect answer because herpes zoster is an infection of a nerve. A rash appears as a 
band of red blotches on the skin, on one side of the body only. The rash becomes itchy 
and blisters appear which ooze fluid. Commonly appearing on the chest and stomach. 

D psoriasis 
Correct answer because psoriasis is characterised by raised irregular shaped patches of 
red skin covered with very dry scales, silvery in appearance. It can be itchy and sore. Most 
common on elbows, knees, scalp and lower back, but can appear anywhere on the body. 

E tinea corporis 
Incorrect answer because tinea corporis is an infectious condition, characterised by red, 
ring shaped patches (known as ring worm). It can be intensely itchy and inflamed. 

 

Most correct answer                Least correct answer 

 D     A     C B E  
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It is important for beauty therapists to have an awareness of the electromagnetic spectrum and the range of rays emitted by the sun. 
Primarily due to the fact that certain electromagnetic radiation can impact on the skin. 

Q23 (a) Identify the two types of electromagnetic radiation that are involved in the tanning process. 

UBT102M 

LO3 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for identifying up to two types of electromagnetic radiation that 
are involved in the tanning process: 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 UVA rays 

 UVB rays 

(Maximum 2 marks) 

 

 

2 marks 

Do not award 
marks for 

Do not award marks if the candidate identifies UVC rays 

 

 

Additional 
Guidance 
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Delia is 24 years old and getting married in 8 weeks’ time. She is 5ft 5 inches in height and weighs 12 stone (76kgs), according to the BMI 
chart, she is overweight. Delia is following a healthy eating plan to help her lose some weight, before her wedding and honeymoon. She 
is an endomorph body shape, which she dislikes, and has very little muscle tone due to a sedentary lifestyle. Her body electrical 
treatment plan includes micro-current treatment. 

Q24 (a) Justify why micro-current is a suitable treatment choice for the client. 

UBT104M 

LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for justifying why micro-current is an effective treatment choice for 
the client:   

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 There is sufficient time for the treatment to make a physical difference to the 
client’s body. Micro-current takes approximately 6 weeks for results to be seen 
and the wedding is in 8 weeks. 

 The client dislikes her endomorph body shape, micro-current can be used to target 
specific areas to improve shape and body contours. 

 Micro-current strengthens and tones muscle, this will improve the client’s lack of 
muscle tone. 

 It is a passive form of exercise, ideal for a client with a sedentary lifestyle. 

 Micro-current has a skin tightening effect which will improve her appearance in 
swim wear. 

(Maximum 2 marks) 

2 marks 

Do not award 
marks for 

Do not award marks if candidate discusses the general effects and benefits of micro-
current, candidate must link answer to the client's needs. 
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Additional 
Guidance 
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Beauty therapists need to have a thorough understanding of face and body electrical treatments to be able to carry out a safe and effective 
treatment and to help prevent contra-actions. 

Q25 (a) Identify two contra-actions to facial electrical treatments and outline the action a therapist should take. 

UBT103M 

LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for identifying up to two contra-actions to facial electrical 
treatments: 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 Skin irritation - itchiness, redness and swelling 

 Electrical burns 

 Galvanic burns  

 Scarring 

 Post-inflammatory pigmentation 

 Muscle fatigue 

 Bruising 

 

1-2 further marks awarded for outlining the action that should be taken: 

 Stop the treatment  

 Remove any product from the client’s skin 

 Apply a cold compress  

 

 

 

 

4 marks 
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 Advise the client to consult their GP if symptoms have not gone down after 24 
hours 

(Maximum 4 marks) 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Leila is 18 years old and has arrived for her first faradic body electrical treatment in a course of six. She has not had a body treatment 
before so she is feeling anxious about the procedure. She has just completed her exams and spent long periods of time sitting in front of a 
computer revising, which has resulted in her putting on some weight in the abdomen and buttock area.  

She has a mesomorph body shape; prior to her exams she trained with a running club 5 times a week. She suffers from hypotension, has 
a number of body piercings and an allergy to petroleum based products such as paraffin and glycerin. 

Q26 (a) Outline six suitable treatment modifications to meet the client’s needs. 

UNT104M 

LO2, LO3, LO4 

UBT95M 

LO3 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

1-6 marks awarded for outlining up to six suitable treatment modifications to meet 
the client’s needs. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 Check ingredients of all products to ensure they do not contain paraffin 
or glycerin. 

 Client should remove any body piercings in areas to be treated. 

 Ensure client modesty, explain the treatment procedure to the client, use 
sensitive verbal and non-verbal communication, low lighting, warmth and 
relaxing music, and agree treatment aims to reduce nerves at the start of 
the treatment. 

 Focus treatment on problems areas – abdomen and buttocks 

 Faradic - pad the rectus abdominus, external obliques and gluteus 
maximus muscles to improved body contours and muscle tone.  

 

 

 

 

 

6 marks  
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 Appropriate padding layout using a combination of longitudinal, split 
and/or duplicate/dual.  

 Treatment time is between 30-45 minutes or according to manufacturer 
instructions. 

 A higher intensity and duration may be used as muscles are well 
developed and in good condition (mesomorph body type). 

 Allow more time for the client to get off the treatment couch due to 
hypotension (low blood pressure), as this may have dropped further 
during treatment. 

(Maximum 6 marks) 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Leila is 18 years old and has arrived for her first faradic body electrical treatment in a course of six. She has not had a body treatment 
before so she is feeling anxious about the procedure. She has just completed her exams and spent long periods of time sitting in front of a 
computer revising, which has resulted in her putting on some weight in the abdomen and buttock area.  

She has a mesomorph body shape; prior to her exams she trained with a running club 5 times a week. She suffers from hypotension, has 
a number of body piercings and an allergy to petroleum based products such as paraffin and glycerin. 

Q27 (a) Outline the terms ‘origin’ and ‘insertion’ in relation to the muscles of the body. 

UBT95M 

LO1 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for outlining the meaning of origin and insertion. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 The origin of the muscle is the bone to which it is attached that does not move. 

 The insertion of the muscle is the bone to which it is attached that does move. 

(Maximum 2 marks) 

2 marks 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 

To achieve the full 2 marks, the learner needs to give an outline of both the origin and 
insertion of a muscle. 
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Leila is 18 years old and has arrived for her first faradic body electrical treatment in a course of six. She has not had a body treatment 
before so she is feeling anxious about the procedure. She has just completed her exams and spent long periods of time sitting in front of a 
computer revising, which has resulted in her putting on some weight in the abdomen and buttock area.  

She has a mesomorph body shape; prior to her exams she trained with a running club 5 times a week. She suffers from hypotension, has 
a number of body piercings and an allergy to petroleum based products such as paraffin and glycerin. 

Q28 (a) Analyse the advantages of using a biphasic mode in body faradic treatments. 

UBT102M 

LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for analysing the advantages of a biphasic mode in body 
faradic treatments. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 This is particularly useful with a longitudinal padding layout as the current 
passes though the belly of the muscle to shorten it. The biphasic mode 
allows the muscles to be stimulated on a lower current intensity. 

(Maximum 2 marks) 

2 marks 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Galvanic treatments can be applied to both the face and the body to improve the skin texture and appearance. Galvanism uses the 
effects of a negative and positive polarity to bring about specific effects on the skin and underlying tissues. There are two different 
galvanic treatment techniques that can be applied depending on the client’s individual needs. 

Q29 (a) State the two treatment techniques used in galvanic treatments and outline two benefits of each one. 

UBT102M 

UBT103M 

UBT104M 

LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for stating the two treatment techniques used in galvanic facial 
treatments. 

Areas the candidate may discuss:  

 Desincrustation 

 Iontophoresis 

1-4 further marks awarded for outlining two benefits of each one. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 Desincrustation: is a deep cleansing treatment which softens dead skin cells and 
sebum. Suitable for most skin except for sensitive skins. 

 Iontophoresis: is a treatment to introduce active substances into the skin. These 
substances can help to rehydrate and replenish the skin and increase cell renewal. 

 (Maximum 6 marks) 

 

6 marks 

Do not award 
marks for 
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Additional 
Guidance 
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Galvanic treatments can be applied to both the face and the body to improve the skin texture and appearance. Galvanism uses the 
effects of a negative and positive polarity to bring about specific effects on the skin and underlying tissues. There are two different 
galvanic treatment techniques that can be applied depending on the client’s individual needs. 

Q30 (a) Identify the two chemicals produced beneath the anode and the cathode in galvanic treatments and explain their effects. 

UBT102M 

UBT103M 

UBT104M 

LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

 

1-2 marks awarded for identifying the chemicals produced under the anode and the cathode. 

Areas the candidate may discuss:  

 Cathode- sodium hydroxide 

 Anode- hydrochloric acid 

(Maximum 2 marks) 

 

 

6 marks 

 

 

1-4 marks further marks awarded for explaining the effects of each of the substances 
produced. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 Sodium hydroxide causes the capillaries to vasodilate increasing the blood flow. The 
pores relax (open), and the tissues are softened allowing for the removal of sebum 
and dead skin cells (saponification). The nerve endings are stimulated. 

 Hydrochloric acid causes the capillaries to vasoconstrict decreasing blood flow and 
calming redness. It has an astringent effect causing the pores to tighten and firms the 
tissues. It has a soothing effect on the nerve endings and a germicidal action. 
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 (Maximum 4 marks) 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Skyla is 22 years old and suffered from severe acne when she was eighteen, which has now cleared significantly. She has a coarse skin 
texture with a significant amount of post acne scar tissue on her cheeks and forehead. She also has a small capillary naevi on her temple 
and hyper pigmentation on her forehead.   

She has been diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome which has created excess hair growth on her upper lip; she removes the hair 
using depilatory cream. Skyla’s main treatment objectives are a refined skin texture and more even complexion. The therapist has 
advised microdermabrasion treatments. 

Q31 (a) Identify and explain four suitable modifications to the microdermabrasion treatments to meet the client’s needs. 

UBT103M 

LO2, LO3, LO4 

UBT95M 

LO3 

Answer Total 

marks 

 1-4 marks awarded for identifying up to four treatment modifications to meet the 
client’s needs. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 focus treatment on problems areas, forehead and cheeks 

 avoid upper lip if sensitive  

 avoid capillary naevus  

 increase intensity/pressure over scar tissue and pigmentation on 
diamond microdermabrasion machines 

 use a higher psi on crystal microdermabrasion machines on areas of 
pigmentation 

 multiple longer strokes and higher crystal flow 

 use a criss-cross action over pigmentation 

 slower strokes over problem areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 marks  
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(Maximum 4 marks) 

 1-4 further marks awarded for explaining up to four treatment modifications to 
meet the client’s needs:  

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 Focus treatment on the forehead for pigmentation and the cheeks and 
forehead for acne scarring to achieve effective treatment results and 
meet the client’s needs. 

 The upper lip may need to be avoided if sensitive due to the client 
removing superfluous hair with depilatory cream which can over 
sensitise the skin. 

 Avoid the capillary naevus as microdermabrasion will over stimulate the 
area and could make the condition worse. 

 Diamond machines can be used at a higher intensity/pressure over 
areas of hyper-pigmentation and scar tissue to increase the exfoliation 
effect and stimulate cell renewal. 

 Crystal machines can be used at a higher psi on areas of pigmentation of 
between 3-5psi with multiple longer strokes and a higher crystal flow to 
increase the exfoliation effect and stimulate cell renewal. 

 Areas of pigmentation and scars can be treated using a criss-cross 
method, vertical and horizontal strokes for an effective abrasion and 
stimulation of cell renewal. 

 A controlled, slower exfoliation will give the skin a refined and smoother 
texture; the slower strokes will give a more abrasive effect on the skin.  

(Maximum 4 marks) 
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Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Skyla is 22 years old and suffered from severe acne when she was eighteen, which has now cleared significantly. She has a coarse skin 
texture with a significant amount of post acne scar tissue on her cheeks and forehead. She also has a small capillary naevi on her temple 
and hyper pigmentation on her forehead.   

She has been diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome which has created excess hair growth on her upper lip; she removes the hair 
using depilatory cream. Skyla’s main treatment objectives are a refined skin texture and more even complexion. The therapist has 
advised microdermabrasion treatments. 

Q32 (a) Justify one piece of aftercare advice that should be given to the client, following a microdermabrasion treatment, to prevent 
contra-actions occurring. 

UBT103M 

LO2, LO3, LO4 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

1-2 marks awarded for justifying one piece of aftercare advice to prevent contra-
actions occurring: 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 No further electrical facial treatments should be performed after 
microdermabrasion treatment as the stratum corneum has been removed 
leaving the skin susceptible to skin irritation. 

 Avoid UV exposure for 7 days following microdermabrasion treatment as 
the skin will be more prone to sun damage. 

 Exfoliation products should be avoided for 7 days following treatment to 
allow the skin time to renew itself. 

 Avoid using any products that contain AHA during a course of 
microdermabrasion treatment, as AHAs exfoliate the surface of the skin. 

 Heat treatments should be avoided for 24-48 hours following 
microdermabrasion treatment to avoid skin irritation. 

 Self-tanning products should be avoided for 48 hours following 
microdermabrasion treatment to avoid skin irritation. 

 

 

2 marks 
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 Avoid using foundations, powders, blushers etc for 24 hours following 
treatment as they may cause skin irritation, eye and lip make-up can be 
worn. 

(Maximum 2 marks) 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Before using electrical equipment in the salon, checks must be made to ensure the safety of both the client and the therapist. Therapists 
should have a sound knowledge and understanding of how the electrical equipment works to enable them to carry out the treatments 
competently.  

Q33 (a) Outline five safety precautions that must be followed for electrical face and body treatments. 

UBT103M 

UBT104M 

LO1, LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

1-5 marks awarded for outlining up to five safety precautions that must be 
followed for electrical face and body treatments. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 follow manufacturer’s instructions for the use of equipment and products 

 check machinery and attachments for faults prior to use 

 tactile and thermal testing to check the client’s sensation 

 keep water away from machinery 

 dry hands thoroughly before operating machinery 

 test machine on self first where possible 

 make sure all dials are at zero before turning the machine on 

 remove all jewellery from self and the client 

 position equipment and products safely 

 avoid sparking (high frequency)  

 avoid touching metal, e.g. machine casing, trolley, legs of couch  

 

 

5 marks 
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 avoid touching the client when applying galvanic, micro-current and direct 
high frequency 

 keep high frequency electrodes away from flammable liquids 

(Maximum 5 marks) 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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Before using electrical equipment in the salon, checks must be made to ensure the safety of both the client and the therapist. Therapists 
should have a sound knowledge and understanding of how the electrical equipment works to enable them to carry out the treatments 
competently. 

Q34 (a) Identify what the acronym ‘PAT’ means and describe how it relates to electrical treatments. 

UBT102M 

LO2 

Answer Total 

marks 

 

1 mark awarded for identifying what the acronym ‘PAT’ means. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 Portable appliance testing 

1-2 further marks awarded for explaining how it relates to electrical treatments. 

Areas the candidate may discuss: 

 It is the employer’s responsibility to ensure that all electrical pieces of 
equipment are portable appliance tested (PAT) annually to ensure that 
they are safe to use. 

(Maximum 3 marks) 

 

3 marks 

Do not award 
marks for 

  

Additional 
Guidance 
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